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Coming Soon Status 

The Coming Soon status is an optional listing status which allows for premarketing a property in the 

MLS without showing requirement while the property is being prepared for showing up to the maximum 

period of 21 days. 

Coming Soon status property listing cannot be shown to anyone by anyone, including the Listing 

Broker/Agents and Clients, until MLS status is Active. 

No Showings, No Open Houses, No Onsite Events until MLS status is changed to Active. 

Broker property tours cannot be held until MLS status is Active. 

Showing appointments and open houses cannot be automatically scheduled in the MLS until the listing 

status is Active. 

Coming Soon is a one-time status use per property/listing agent/brokerage for a maximum period of 21 

days (No Extensions). 

Active status listings cannot be returned or changed to Coming Soon status.  

Property may be advertised as Coming Soon with the consistent MLS start showing date across standard 

marketing methods.  

SDMLS Coming Soon status listings automatically disseminate from the MLS to IDX and third-party 

syndication sites. Listing agent may change the VOW option in the listing to NO at point of listing 

submission to prevent disseminating from the MLS, however, listing agent must manually change back to 

YES to allow disseminating after the MLS status auto-transfers or is manually changed to Active.  

DOMLS (Days on MLS) does not accrue while in Coming Soon status. Once the listing reaches Active 

status, the DOMLS count will reset and begin again at 0.  

If the property is ready to show before the input Start Showing Date, Listing Agent may manually change 

to Active status.  

If the date input for the Start Showing Date in the MLS is earlier than the 21-day maximum date, the 

system will automatically transfer the listing to Active status on the morning of the earlier date. 

The Authorization to Exclude from MLS document (C.A.R. SELM) is not required unless the seller 

instructed property exclusion from the MLS for a time prior to listing submission to the MLS. 

Offers can be presented, however, NO SHOWINGS allowed until the property listing status is Active in 

the MLS.  

Need Help? Please call 858-373-4011 or email rules@sdmls.com 
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